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Abstrat. Frition Stir Welding (FSW) proess is a solid-state joining proess during
whih materials to be joined are not melted. As a onsequene, the heat-aeted zone
is smaller and the quality of the weld is better with respet to more lassial welding
proesses. Beause of extremely high strains in the neighbourhood of the tool, lassial
numerial simulation tehniques have to be extended in order to trak the orret material
deformations. The Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation is used to preserve a
good mesh quality throughout the omputation. With this formulation the mesh displae-
ment is independent from the material displaement. Moreover, some advaned numerial
tehniques suh as remeshing or a speial omputation of transition interfae is needed
to take into aount non-ylindrial tools. During the FSW proess, the behaviour of
the material in the neighbourhood of the tool is at the interfae between solid mehanis
and uid mehanis. Consequently, a numerial model of the FSW proess based on a
solid formulation is ompared to another one based on a uid formulation. It is shown
that these two formulations essentially deliver the same results in terms of pressures and
temperatures.
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1 Introdution
Frition Stir Welding (FSW) is a relatively reent welding proess, whih was developed
at the Welding Institute (UK) in 1991. FSW is a solid-state joining proess. It means that
during welding the materials to be joined are not melted. The joining is onstituted by
mehanial intermixing of the two materials. A rotating non-onsumable tool is inserted
between the two work-piees and displaed along the welding diretion (see gure 1). The
tool is omposed of two parts: a pin and a shoulder. The pin is introdued into the welded
joint to mix deeply the two materials together. The aim of the shoulder is to ontain the
material around the pin. The part of the welding joint where the veloity of the tool
and the advane veloity add up is named the advaning side. The other part, where
the two veloities are in opposite diretions, is alled the retreating side. The frition
between the rotating tool and the work-piees as well as the plasti deformation in the
neighbourhood of the tool inrease the temperature in the welded zone. But, during the
proess, the temperature is always smaller than the melting temperature of the materials.
So, the heat-aeted zone is smaller and the quality of the welding is higher than in more
lassial welding proesses.
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Figure 1: Sheme of the FSW proess.
In spite of the important number of appliations of FSW, the phenomena happen-
ing during welding are still not very well understood. Therefore, the investigations on
this proess and espeially regarding numerial simulations are still very ative [1, 2, 3℄.
The mehanial intermixing submits the material in the neighbourhood of the tool to
extremely high strains. Consequently, lassial numerial simulation tehniques have to
be extended in order to trak the orret material deformations. One of these possible
extended tehniques is the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation [4, 5, 6℄.
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This formulation is used to ontrol the mesh motion regardless of the real material dis-
plaements. The ALE formulation is also used to maintain a good mesh quality during
the omputation. For that sake, in the general ase of a non-ylindrial pin, the ALE
formulation has to be enhaned and advaned numerial tehniques suh as a remeshing
operator step is needed.
This paper presents and ompares two dierent numerial models of the FSW proess.
The rst model is based on a solid approah written in terms of nodal positions and nodal
temperatures. The seond model of FSW proess is based on a uid approah written in
terms of the veloity, the pressure and the temperature elds. Both models use advaned
numerial tehniques suh as remeshing and the ALE formulation.
2 2D Numerial modelling of FSW proess
The FSW proess is modelled in two dimensions under the plane strain hypothesis.
To model this welding proess, the displaement of the tool is split into an advaning
movement (atually assigned to the work-piees but, in the opposite diretion) and a
rotation (imposed to the tool).
In other words, the entre of the pin is xed and a onstant veloity is imposed to
the plates (see gure 2(a)). The tool is desribed by a lassial Lagrangian mesh. Then,
in relation with the distane to the entre of the tool, three zones of the plates are
identied. In the losest zone around the pin, the material is submitted to extremely
high strains. This region is alled the thermo-mehanially aeted zone (TMAZ). Due
to high deformations, the use of a Lagrangian formalism would lead very quikly to mesh
entanglement. Thus, in this region, the ALE formulation is employed. On top of this, the
ALE formulation allows the model to take into aount non-irular pin shapes. In this
zone, the mesh has the same rotational speed as the pin (red region in gure 2(b)). In
the furthest zone from the tool, the grey zone in gure 2(b), the Eulerian formulation is
used. Thus in this region, the mesh is xed. The ring onneting region 1 and region 3 is
a transition zone (white region numbered 2 in gure 2(b)). In suh a model, the quality
of the mesh does not hange during the simulation exept in the transition zone. So,
to overome this problem, two dierent numerial tehniques are proposed (see setion
2.2.2).
2.1 Thermomehanial formulation
The numerial models presented here are based on the nite element method. The
thermomehanial equations are split in a mehanial part and a thermal part. First,
the mehanial equations are solved for the temperature eld omputed at the latest
inrement. Then, the thermal equations are solved on the frozen resulting geometrial
onguration. In this paper, two numerial formulations are ompared. The rst one
is based on a solid mehanis approah. It is written in terms of nodal positions and
temperatures. The seond one is based on a uid mehanis approah. The equilibrium
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(a) Sheme of the FSW model. A rotation is imposed to
the pin (blue arrow) while the advaning veloity of the
pin is replaed by a veloity imposed to the plates in the
opposite diretion (red arrows).
3 2
1
(b) The dierent zones of the
model: ALE formulation is used on
the red region (1), the transition
zone orresponds to the white re-
gion (2), and the Eulerian formu-
lation is applied on the grey region
(3)
Figure 2: Desription of the FSW model
is written as a funtion of nodal veloities, pressures and temperatures.
Solid approah In the solid approah, the nite element used are linear quadrilaterals.
The position and temperature elds are omputed at eah node of the elements. The
stresses and the internal variables are omputed at eah quadrature point of the element (4
Gauss points). To overome the loking phenomenon, the pressure is onsidered onstant
over the element and omputed only at a entral quadrature point.
Fluid approah The uid approah is based on a stabilized mixed linear veloity-
pressure nite element formulation. A triangular mesh is used for the domain disretiza-
tion. The veloity, the pressure and temperature elds are omputed at eah node of the
element. The deviatori stresses and the other internal variables are omputed at eah
quadrature point of the element. This approah is exposed in more details in [1, 2, 7, 8℄.
2.2 Numerial simulation strategy
2.2.1 Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation
In region 1 and region 3 in gure 2(b) the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation
is used. Indeed, the Eulerian formulation (used in the region 3) is a partiular ase of
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the ALE formulation. With the ALE formalism, the mesh displaement an be deoupled
from the material displaement [1, 2, 4, 5, 6℄. The ALE formulations used in the two
approahes are dierent.
Solid approah The ALE formulation used in the solid approah is desribed in more
details in [4, 5, 6℄. To simplify the solution proedure and remain ompetitive against
Lagrangian models, the system of ALE equations is solved using an operator-split pro-
edure. First, for eah time step, the lassial Lagrangian formalism is used. During
this Lagrangian step the mesh stiks to the material until an equilibrated Lagrangian
onguration is iteratively obtained. The seond step, also alled the Eulerian step, is
divided into two substeps: rst the nodes of the mesh are reloated to a more suitable
position, thus dening a new mesh. In the ase of region 1 and region 3 the position of the
reloated nodes is known beause the mesh veloity of these regions is imposed. Then,
the unknowns and the internal variables are transferred from the old mesh to the new one
[6℄.
Fluid approah The ALE formulation used in the uid model is not based on a
operator-split like in the formulation presented for the solid approah. In this fully ou-
pled formulation [1, 2℄, the equilibrium state is omputed at eah time inrement without
remeshing and remapping steps. The system of equations solved inludes the onvetive
terms due to the veloity of the mesh relative to the material. In the TMAZ, region 1
in gure 2(b), the veloity of the mesh is imposed and the veloity and the pressure of
the material are diretly omputed. In the ase of the Eulerian formulation (region 3 in
gure 2(b)), the mesh does not move during the omputation.
2.2.2 The transition zone
Solid approah In the solid approah, the transition zone is a ring with a nite thik-
ness (region 2 in gure 2(b)). In this region, the evolution of the rotational speed of the
mesh, whih diers from the material veloity, is linearly interpolated between the ALE
region and the Eulerian zone. As the mesh distortion grows with time, a remeshing op-
eration is periodially required. For one full rotation of the pin, the remeshing proess is
applied 30 times. The time interval between two suessive remeshings is thus onstant.
The remeshing operation an be divided into two steps. First, a better-suited mesh,
alled the new mesh, is reated. In the ase of the transition zone, the relatively simple
geometry of this region allows an easy generation of the new quadrangular mesh.
Then, to arry on the omputation over this mesh, the state variables from the mesh
before remeshing, alled the old mesh, has to be transferred to the new one. Eah eld used
to dene the equilibrium state is transferred independently from the other ones. The data
transfer method used in this paper is alled the Finite Volume Transfer Method (FVTM)
with linear reonstrution of the elds. In [9, 10℄, this transfer method is presented in
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more details and the omparison with some of the remapping algorithms most ommonly
used in the literature brings to light the advantages of this method.
Fluid approah In the uid model the transition zone (region 2 in gure 2(b)) is
limited to a irle (zero thikness). Eah node of the mesh on this irle is dupliated.
One node is linked to the ALE region (numbered 1) and the other one to the Eulerian
region (numbered 3). The oupling between both regions is performed using a spei
node-to-node link approah. At every mesh movement step, for a given node of the ALE
region, the orresponding node of the Eulerian one is found and a link between the two
nodes is reated. Afterwards, the boundary onditions and the properties of the plate
nodes are opied to the orresponding TMAZ nodes within the link. The time step an
be onveniently hosen suh that the two interfae meshes (ALE and Eulerian) are always
ompatible. In this ase the ALE mesh would slide preisely from one Eulerian interfae
node to the next one at eah time step.
2.2.3 Thermomehanial onstitutive model
In both models, the onstitutive model of the tool is thermo-rigid. So, no mehanial
elds are omputed over this material. However, from the point of view of the thermal
equations, the tool has a lassial thermal behaviour as far as heat ondution is onerned.
In addition, the material behaviour of the plates is modelled as thermo-viso-plasti using
a Norton-Ho onstitutive model:
S = 2µD
(
√
3
√
2
3
D : D
)
m−1
(1)
where m and µ are the rate sensitivity and visosity parameters respetively. Both are
temperature dependent. S is the deviatori part of the stress tensor and D is the devia-
tori part of the strain-rate tensor.
Solid approah In the solid model, the value of the variation of the pressure (dp)
is omputed thanks to the variation of the volume (dV ) and the bulk modulus (K):
dp = KdV . In addition, with the solid approah, it is possible to replae the Norton-Ho
onstitutive model with a thermo-elasto-viso-plasti one, see e.g. [11℄. With this kind of
onstitutive model, it is possible to ompute the residual stresses.
Fluid approah In the uid model, the material is assumed to be inompressible and
this onstraint is inorporated into the equations to be solved.
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3 Comparison of numerial results based on the two approahes
In this example, the setion of the pin is an equilateral triangle (gures 3 and 4(a)).
The mesh used with the solid model is presented at the beginning of the omputation in
gure 3. The dimensions of the tool are:
• radius of the irumsribed irle to the pin: 3 mm.
The width of the two plates is 50 mm and the simulated length is 100 mm. The simulated
region of the plates is a square with a side of 100 mm. The entre of the pin is on the
entre of this square (see gures 3 and 4(a)).
The most important parameters of the onsidered FSW proess are:
• rotation speed: 40 RPM
• welding speed: 400 mm min−1.
The thermo-mehanial properties of the plates are the following:
• density: 2700 kg m−3
• bulk modulus: 69 GPa (used only with the solid approah)
• thermo-mehanial Norton-Ho law (presented in the part 2.2.3)
with µ = 100 MPa, m = 0.12,
• heat ondutivity: 120 W m−1 K−1
• thermal expansion oeient: 1× 10−6 K−1
• heat apaity: 875 J kg−1 K−1
The thermo-mehanial properties of the tool are the following:
• density: 7800 kg m−3;
• heat ondutivity: 43 W m−1 K−1;
• heat apaity: 460 J kg−1 K−1.
The total time of the simulation is 15 seonds whih orresponds to 10 revolutions for the
pin.
Figures 4(b), 4() and 4(d) show the evolution of the pressure omputed by the two
models at three referene points dened in gure 4(a). Points 1 and 2 move with the
mesh, beause these points have the same rotational speed as the pin. On the other hand,
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Figure 3: Initial quadrangular mesh (omposed of 3237 elements) used in the solid model (global view
and zoom)
point 3 is xed in spae. Figure 5 presents the evolution of the temperature omputed
with the two models at the three referene points. After a transient phase whih depends
on the numerial strategy adopted for eah approah, the results of both models are very
similar (see gures 4 and 5). The dierene of frequeny between the pressure at point
3 and the pressure and the temperature at points 1 and 2 is explained by the fat that
point 3 is xed in spae while points 1 and 2 have the same rotational veloity as the pin.
On the one hand, the pressure at point 3 is aeted by the three orners of the pin. On
the other hand, the frequeny of the pressure and the temperature at points 1 and 2 are
ontrolled by the rotation speed of the pin. Consequently, the frequeny of the pressure
at point 3 is three times higher than the frequeny of the pressure or the temperature at
points 1 or 2. Figure 6 presents the temperature eld at the end of the simulation with
the solid model.
4 Conlusion and future works
The phenomena happening during the Frition Stir Welding (FSW) proess are at the
interfae between solid mehanis and uid mehanis. In this paper, two dierent meth-
ods are presented to simulate the FSW proess numerially. One model is based on a solid
approah whih omputes the position and the temperature elds and another one is based
on a uid approah written in terms of veloity, pressure and temperature elds. Both
models use advaned numerial tehniques suh as the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian for-
malism or remeshing operations or an advaned stabilization algorithm. These advaned
numerial tehniques allow the simulation of the FSW proess with non-irular tool
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Figure 4: Evolution of the pressure omputed by the two models at the three referene points
shapes. The presented example (with a triangular pin) shows that the two formulations
essentially deliver the same results. More investigations are still needed to understand the
small dierenes between the two models. While the uid model is more eient from a
omputational point of view, the model based on the solid approah has the advantage
that it an be used to ompute the residual stresses (the thermo-viso-plasti onstitutive
model an be replaed with a thermo-elasto-viso-plasti one).
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ontext of whih this work was performed.
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